
The impact of Cellphones on
globalization



Cell phone definition : It’s a portable 
telephone who can make and receive calls 
from someone over a radio frequency. Cell 
phone are very practice because that help a lot
in case of emergency. We can also send text 
(SMS) to somebody.

The impact of 
Cellphone on 
globalization is 
really impressive. 
It’s a revolution of
technologie in the 

world. This revolution has influenced the 
people relation. Indeed, social relation are 
different compared to 20th century. People 
talking by SMS instead of go out. Some 
people can’t live without cellphone. 

The first cell phone was
introduced to the public in
1980. The Motorola Dynatac
8000.



Some numbers     :   During a short time, there 
were only 11 million of cellphone. Today, 
about 75 % of population got a cell phone 
(they were 1 billion of cellphones on 2000 
and that increase to 6 billions today.)

The world of cellphones are
really wide : 
- There are many brand for
cell phone.(For exemple,
there are Samsung, Iphone,
Nokia, Sony …)

-Cellphones are not only
for calls, we can go on 
internet, make research, 
install applications, play
games, download and 
listen music …  

-Cellphones can make
photos or videos and
sharing by bluetooth



A  dvantages     :   
-We can take it all the time because he’s small
and portable.
-Cellphones facilitates the communication 
around the world.
-It’s
convenient in
case of
emergency
for calls.
-It’s a means
of distraction with applications or games

Cons     :   
-Cellphones are very expensive
-They emit a lot of waves
bad for your health
-That’s create
independance and a lot of
people (solicitating
teenagers) for their
cellphones



-That increase greenhouse gases and pollution
because of bad materials for the planet (like 
carbon, plastics …)

Conclusion     :   Cellphones is a big revolution of
the 21th century and increase the 
developpement of the world but it can be a 
problem for the future (like health problem or
shortage of different materials).


